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Abstract. Relatively straightforward changes in the optical design of a conventional optically
recording velocity intefierometer system (ORVIS) can be used to produce a line-imaging velocity
interferometerwhereinboth tempoml and spatial resolution can be tijusted over a wide mnge. As a
result line-imaging ORVIS can be tailored to a variety of specific applications involving dynamic
deformationof heterogeneousmaterialsas requiredby the characteristiclength scale of these materials
(rangingfrom a few pm for ferroehxtric ceramicsto a few mm for concrete).A line-imagingORVIS
has been successiidlyinteri%cedto the target chamberof a compressedgas gun driver and fielded on
numerous tests in qmbination with simultaneousmeasurementsusing a dual delay-lea “push-pull”
VISAR system. These tests include shock loading of glass-reinforced@yester composi~ foam
reverberationexperiments@asurements at the Ilee surhce of a thin aluminum plate impacted by
foam), and measurements of dispersive velocily in a shock-loaded exulosive simulant (sumrl
Comparison of detailed spatially-resolved mat&ial
measurements@be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The detailed nxponse of a heterogeneous
material (e.g., a pressd granular explosive)
subjected to impact loading is driven by a number
of microscopic properties including groin
morphology,internaldefm tensile stnmgt&shear
behavior, heat conduction etc. Effects at this scale
should be correlatedto the responseof the material
at mesoscopic scales, including detailed spatial
variations in stress aad @ermalfiekls (dispersive
behavior).Analysisof this detaiIedresponseis

* Sandia is a multiprogmm Ighratory opemied by Sandia
ChporaiioILa L.mkheedWm Company,fmthe United States
Depmtmentof EnergyunderContractDE-ACJ14-94AL85000.

nsponse to the s&tiaUy averaged V&&

addressed by the current capabiliti& for tbree-
dirnensionalnumericalsimulations(l). Much of the
usefid informadon req@ed for validation and
calibmtion of these simulations is Io* however,
when observationsare limited to spatially avemged
“continuum” or “single spot” measmements.
Hence, them is a critical need for diagnostic
development that enabks experimental validation
of the mesoscopic &e grocesses that occur in
impact loading of these n@erials. C!bamcteristic
lenglh scales pertinent to the proposed @agnostics
can range from a few pm (e.g., I?ZTmatexials)to a
few mm (e.g.,concrete).

Velocity interferometg is a well-establishedand
frequently utilized techniqpe for determining the
velo@@me histmy of many types of samples.The
wealth of tiormation potentiality available in
spatially xesolved measurements provides a
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compe.~g motivation to develop this diagnostic
tool for mesoscopicscale studies of heterogeneous
materials. Investigation of various methods to
accessspatial informationin velocity interferometry
has been an active area of research including
different concepts for line- and full-field imaging
(2-5). An important recent enhancement of
conventional%ngIe point’ VISAR methods is the
development of a multi-point syskq faturing
simultaneousvelocity-time measurementsat tip to
seven dHerent locationson the target sample(6).

In 1995, Baumung et al. (7) described a
simplified design for a high-resolutio~ line-
imaging interferometerwith modest requirements
for the continuous wave laser source (-1 W).
Recently, we have utilized similar approaches in
adapting the conventional optically recording
velocity interferometer system (ORVIS)
mn@uration (8) to fine-scale, spatially resolved
measurements. A prelimimuy examinadon of
applying techniquesof this type to studies of laser-
driven flyers has been reported previously (9). In
this paper, we discuss additional interesting
modifications to the ORVIS optical design and
briefly describe methods for ftinge data reduction
and analysis.A Iine-imagingORVIShas been

designed and packaged for evaluation and use in
well-controlld .weli-characterizedimpact loading
experimentsat a gas gun fhcility.Results of initial
experiments using this system to examine the
mesosmpic scale dynamic response of a varie& of
heterogeneousmaterialswill be discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL I

Techniquesfor genemtinga line-imagingORVIS
assembly-axe illusfmted in Fig. 1. As in the
conventionalconfigumtio~ coherent light ftom the
source Iaser is directed through a SW hole in a
turning mirror and then focused onto the target of
interest Difi?uselyreflected light from the target is
collected and roughly collimated by the focusing
Iew, the collimated beam reflects off the turning
mirror and is reduced in diameter by the down-
collimatingtelescopeoptics. The m.sukingbeam is
split into two equal-intensity components by the
beamsplitter,oneof which seines as a tierence leg.
The second leg passes through a variable-length
tied silica cylinder. This optical component
imparts a time deIay (proportional to the cylinder
length)in the secondbeam. Obsemd motion of the
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FIGURE 1. Schema!icof experimentalcentigura!ionfor liie-ineging ORVISandstop-motionimaging of fringe field.
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interference fringes generated by beam
recombination(with mirromtilted so as to produce
a “stmight-line”pattern) is directly proportional to
target velocity. This motion can be recorded by a
high-speed streak camera. The focusing Iens and
telescope optics can be adjusted to produce a
magnified image of the target at the recombination
plane (i.e., the location of best flinge contrast~ in
this mode, local variations in target smf%cevelocity
are reflected in comespondinglocal tmndations of
the superimposed fringe field. Facile control of
image size and spatial resolution can be achieved
via suitable variations in the relative angkx and
spacing of the interferometermirrors as well as the
spacingand focal lengths of the imagingoptics(9).

As demonstmtedby Baumunget al. (7), the target
illumination can be confined to a thin Iine segment
by placing a cylindricallens of suitablefocal length
in the source laser path ahead of the turning mirror
aperture. Alternatively, one can place a spherical
lens in this position and expand as desired the
illumination area on target. A line image for
recdingby the streakcameracan still be produced
in this modeby placing a rectangularapertureof the
desired width near the imagehecombinationplane.
We have also explored a powerfid new technique
that utilizes a secon~ redundant set of fringes (cf.
Fig. 1). A fi-gating (Q ns) intensifier/CCD is
used to capture a stop-motion image of the fbll
fringe field’at one point in time. In addition to
producing data that can be used to generate a 2-D
map of target smfhce velocity at one instan~ this
technique provides an informative diagnostic for
the behaviorof ORVISIlinge records.

Much of the initial ewduationof these techniques
and the associateddata reductionhas utilizd a test
pltiorm for laser-drivenflyer genemtion.The mpid
(ns timescale) accelerations and fine-scale (<10
P@ spatial f=tures (e.g-, nonplanarity, growth Of

perturbations due to drive instabilities) provide an
excellent sampling testbed for assessing the
capabilities of these diagnostic methods. The
relevant details of the laser-drivenflyer apparatus
havebeen describedpreviously(9, 10).

A compact version of the line-imaging ORVIS
has been assembled and tested at the Explosive
Components Facility (ECF) gas gun at Sandia
National Laboratories. This system combines the
interferometer optics, laser source and streak
carnem/intensifier/CCDdetectoron a single 2’ x 6’

O@iCd breadboard. (hlphlg Of thiS diilgllOStiC to

the test samplesrqdred design and assembly of a
complex optical intefice that could accommodate
an n-meter path to the gas gun target chamber.
Targets that allow for sirpultaneous line-imaging
ORVIS and standard durddelay-leg, “push-pull”
VISAR measurements on a variety of materials
were des@ed and fabricated, Simultaneoususe of
both techniques permits direct comparison of
spatiallyresolvedvs. singIespot (“continuum’’-like)
data.

APPROACHES TO DATA REDUCTION

To exploit the information associated with each
recorded ilinge .in line-imaging ORVIS @ it is
necessmy to develop a suitable method for image
analysis.Baumung et al. (7) describedan approach
(analogousto reduction of VISAR intetierograms)
that extmcts the intensity modulation along a line
parallel to the time axis of the streak camerarecord
(cf Fig. 1). The simplest implementation of this
nxluctionmethodgeneratescomponentsthat are, in
eflix$ quadmture coded using intensity “lineouts”
along the centerof a fringe and at %the distanceto
the center of a neighboring fringe. Velocily-time
data can be obtained by importing these records
into standard VISAR data reduction software. One
clear drawback of this approacz however, is the
requirementfor an additionalrecord that accumtely
tracks the xeflectedbeam intensity. lh experiments
involving fine-scale perturbatio~ significant
intensityfluctuationswithin the field of image data
are lypicallyencountered.

A more robust approach applies “push-pull”
VISARanalysisconcepts(11) to reduce the ORVIS
ikinge records. In this technique, ‘Iineouts” am
recorded at positions corresponding to the fringe
center as well as at l/4, l/2, and 3/4 the distance to
the center of a neighboring fringe. These data can
be treated in the same manner as that recorded by
four PMT channels in a ‘push-pull” VISAR This
approach is shown schematically in Fig. 2. In
examinah“onof fringe records from flyer dam the
results are uniilorndy consistent with averaged
results from a global reduction progmm (12) and
we have encountered very few dMicukies (e.g.,
spurious flinge jumps, etc.) in data reduction. This
treatment is much less sensitive to small-scaIe
intensityfluctuations.Also, it is not a requirement
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IKURE2. Illustrationof ‘Tush-PulPAnalysisApproacir
(a)ORVIS image&ta fromlaacodrivcoflycrlaun~
(b)Comparisonof singk-liie analyaiswithglobalmethod,

to register each single-line analysis with a fringe
center. Considemblyilner resolution of small-scale
perturbations in velocity can be achieved by
extending the analysis to positions betweenfringes
as well. This “rollingpush-ptdl”approachhas been
used in qxiuction of the experiments described
below. An analogous rouline can be used to
generatean an3altarget surihceveIocitymap (at one
point in time) from the stop-motionimages of the
Ilinge field.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Fused Silica Symmettic Impact Experiments

For initial evaluationof the line-imagingORVIS
in gas gun studies, we used a well-characterized
symmetric impact Km@umtion in which a 3.25.
mm-thick disc of tied silica (backed by carbon
foam on an sIuminumprojectile)impacteda second
S-mm-thick sample of fhsed silks Line-imaging
ORVIS and VISAR measurements of the “&e
surthcevelocity”at the distalface of the targetwere
obtained For a given impact velocity, the wave
profile arriving at this suri%cecan be predicted to

high accuracy. The known velocity-time response
includesa mmp wave that peaks (aftera predictable
rise time) to a value matching that of the impact
velocity, followedby a rapid unloading that occurs
at a time dictatedby the s!unplegeometry.Results
for one test at an impactvelocity of 0.25 km-s”]are
shown in Fig. 3. Spatial variations in the velocity-
time profiIe are expected to be negligible in this
configuration however, signi.tlcsnt variations in
velocity (403-0.05 km-s-l) were observed upon
processing of the “raw” 0RVE3 data Much of this
effect W* tmced to systematic oscillations in the
detectorresponse (also clearly observed in baseline
traces).The reducedORWS data in Fig, 3 reflect a
correction for this effect as incorporated into the
analysisroutines.Allowingfor residual noise in the
image nxords, the velocity-time profiles measured
by both line-imagingORVIS and VISARwere then
found to be consistentwith expectations.
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FIGURE 3. Lina-in@ng ORVIS rmdts hrn &d silica
me~c imp~t fowtimen~ (a) image datIs(b) reduced
velocity-time datz

Foam Reverberation Experiments

In one applicationof line-imagingORVIS to the
investigation of the mesoscopic response of
heterogeneousmaterials, we t&ted a cctnfiguration
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inwhich low-densityfoam (6.3-mm-thick)impacts
a thin (l-mm-thick) ahuninum witness plate.
Measurementsat the fit% suri%ceof the ahuninum
typically show a steady “ring up” of velocity with
superimposed fwtures arising from the detailed
microstructureof the high-porosity foam. Due to
the compact geometty of the ORVIS assembly
employed in the gas gun tests, we were unable to
use optical delaycylinderslongerthan about 10 cnq
resultingin a practicallowerlimit of -0.5 km-s-*for
the velocity-per-fringe constant (VW). The
limited recording time of the streak camem/CCD
detector proved to be an additional constmin~
Iimitixig data collection to a period Q.5 W.
Nevertheless, we were able to observe detailed
stmcture in the low-amplitude spatially resolved
image &@ as shown in Fig. 4. The averaged
response determined by the line-imaging ORVIS
was entireIyconsistentwith the record obtainedby
standard VISAR (at a dMerent measurement
location). With a properly ccmllguredinstrument
(low VPF, longer recordingtimes), detaikd studies
of the mesoscopic scale stmcture in this
experimentalsystemshouldbe readilyachievable.

i
FIGURE 4. Line ORVISrecordfromfosm reverberation
experiment
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FIGURE 5. Line ORVISrecordof shockedGRP

Glass-ReinforcedPolyesterExperiments

Anotherheterogeneousmaterial examinedunder
impact loading was a glass-reinforced polyester
(GRP) composite. A thick (25-mm) iised silica
irnpactor was used in these tests. The wave
transmitted by 3.2-mm+hick samples of the
composite was passed through a thin (-l-mm)
PMMAbuffer and examinedat the interfhceof this
btier with a PMMA interferometerwindow. An
illustrativecaseof the spatiallyresolvedresponseof
the GRP“is shown in Fig. 5. Several effects me
evident including a systematic difference in the
shock arrival time with position (-60 as over a
transverse distance of 2 mm), high-amplitude
reverberations in the wave profile, and the
occurrenceof severevignetting over certain regions
of the sample.These effectsarise from the compkx
periodic geometry of the composite weave that
leads to a highly structured wave with resonance-
IiIreeffkcts. EITectsof this type (including widely
varying particle velocities depending upon
measuring position) are clearly indicated by
detailed numerical sirmdations using a realistic
approximation to the weave geometry and
componentmaterialproperties(13).

ExplosiveSimulant(Sugar)Experiments

The preponderanceof our tiorts has focused on
the investigation of press* granular sugar as a
sinndantmaterialfor the importantexpIosiveHh4X.
The utility of this candidate sirmdant has been
previously described (14). Chemically inert to
shock loading to i%irlyhigh pressures, granulated
sugar is similar in particIe size distribution to
typical batches of “coarse” HMX (mean particle
size -120 pm) used in various applications. Tests
on this material can address mesoscopic scale
thermomechanical effects in the absence of
complicationsdue to rapid reactions. Our tests are
intended to provide experimental data for direct
comparison and validation of 3-D numerical
simulations focusing on the thermomechanical
-me (1). ~ additio% the line-imaging ORVIS
results can be directly compared to the substantial
data base developed from magnetic gauge
(“continuum”)experimentsby Shtield et al. (14).
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Accordingly,simultaneousORVISand standard
VISARmeasurementshavebeen madeon the wave
transmittedby 4-mm-thickpressedsugarSSlnpI~in
a gas gun target designvery similar to that used in
the previous magnetic gauge studie.y i.e., Kel-F
impacting sugar pressed to 65’% theoretical
maximum dexwityin a Kel-F target cup. Impact
velocities ranging from 0.32-0.68km-s-)havebeen
used. Jnitial results horn both optical diagnostics
are consistent with the systematically varying
dispersive behavior of the wave profiles seen by
Sheffieldet al. This includescomparablemeasured
shock and particlevelocitiesas well as very similar
rise times in the transmittedwave.The VISARdata
in Fig, 6 demonstmte that the rise times decrease
from 700 ns to approximately200 ns overthe above ‘
mnge of impact velocities. Mesoscopic scale
velocity variations are clearly evident in the
spatially resolved ORVISdam as shown in Fig. 7.
Variationsin the observedamplilndeof oscillations
in the wave profile vs. position provide insight at
the mesoscale that should be helpful in defining
appropriate material descriptions and inter&e
conditionsfor detailedcomputationalmodeling(l).
With continueddevelopmentof these experimental
techniques, the opportunity exists to explore
systematic variations in material properties (e.g.,
tailored particle size distributions) in order to
validate current models and influence the
developmentof advancedmodelingapproaches,
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FIGURE 6 Particlevelooitywaveformsfimmstanderd
VISAR measurementsfor shockedsamplesof granulated
Suger.
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(0.5 km-s”’impactvelocity)
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